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A 

AFFIXERS AEFFIRSX AFFIXER, one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n] 

AFFIXIAL AAFFIILX affixal (pertaining to prefix or suffix) [adj] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

ALKALIZE AAEIKLLZ to convert into alkali [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANALYZED AADELNYZ ANALYZE, to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [v] 

APPLIQUE AEILPPQU to apply as decoration to larger surface [v -D, -UING, -S] 

APPRIZER AEIPPRRZ one that apprizes (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

APPRIZES AEIPPRSZ APPRIZE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

AZOTEMIC ACEIMOTZ AZOTEMIA, excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [adj] 

AZYGOSES AEGOSSYZ AZYGOS, azygous anatomical part [n] 
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B 

BACKACHE AABCCEHK pain in back [n -S] 

BACKCHAT AABCCHKT repartee (quick, witty reply) [n -S] 

BACKFLIP ABCFIKLP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

BAPTIZER ABEIPRTZ baptist (one who baptizes) [n -S] 

BAPTIZES ABEIPSTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BARBEQUE ABBEEQRU to barbecue (to cook over live coals or open fire) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

BAWCOCKS ABCCKOSW BAWCOCK, fine fellow [n] 

BEGAZING ABEGGINZ BEGAZE, to gaze at [v] 

BEJUMBLE BBEEJLMU to jumble (to mix in disordered manner) [v -ED, -ING, -S ] 

BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S] 

BLOWBACK ABBCKLOW escape of gases [n -S] 

BODYWORK BDKOORWY vehicle body [n -S] 

BOSCHBOK BBCHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BOXWOODS BDOOOSWX BOXWOOD, evergreen shrub [n] 

BROMIZES BEIMORSZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BRUNIZEM BEIMNRUZ prairie soil [n -S] 

BUSHBUCK BBCHKSUU small antelope [n -S] 

BUYBACKS ABBCKSUY BUYBACK, repurchase by corporation of its own stock [n] 
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C 

CABEZONE ABCEENOZ cabezon (large, edible fish) [n -S] 

CABEZONS ABCENOSZ CABEZON, large, edible fish [n] 

CACIQUES ACCEIQSU CACIQUE, tropical oriole [n] 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CALABAZA AAAABCLZ large winter squash [n -S] 

CAPONIZE ACEINOPZ to geld rooster [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CAPSIZES ACEIPSSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

CATCHFLY ACCFHLTY insect-catching plant [n -LIES] 
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CENOZOIC CCEINOOZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

CHAMPAKS AACHKMPS CHAMPAK, East Indian tree [n] 

CHAPBOOK ABCHKOOP small book of popular tales [n -S] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

CHECKUPS CCEHKPSU CHECKUP, examination [n] 

CHICKPEA ACCEHIKP Asian herb [n -S] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent [n -S] 

CHURCHLY CCHHLRUY pertaining to church [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLAWBACK AABCCKLW money taken back by taxation [n -S] 

COGNIZED CDEGINOZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind [v] 

COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COPYBOOK BCKOOOPY book used in teaching penmanship [n -S] 

CUMQUATS ACMQSTUU CUMQUAT, kumquat (citrus fruit) [n] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

CZARISMS ACIMRSSZ CZARISM, autocratic government [n] 
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D 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DIALYZER ADEILRYZ apparatus used for dialysis [n -S] 

DIALYZES ADEILSYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIVINIZE DEIIINVZ to make divine [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNZONE DENNOOWZ to reduce or limit number of buildings permitted [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DOZENTHS DEHNOSTZ DOZENTH, twelfth (number twelve in series) [n] 

DYSLEXIC CDEILSXY one who is affected with dyslexia [n -S] 
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E 

EFFICACY ACCEFFIY effectiveness (quality of being effective) [n -CIES] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

EMBLAZER ABEELMRZ one that emblazes (to set on fire) [n -S] 

EMBLAZES ABEELMSZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EMBLAZON ABELMNOZ to decorate with brilliant colors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMPRIZES EEIMPRSZ EMPRIZE, emprise (adventurous undertaking) [n] 

EPIZOISM EIIMOPSZ state of being epizoic (living on body of animal) [n -S] 

EPOXYING EGINOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EQUIPPER EEIPPQRU one that equips (to provide with whatever is needed) [n -S] 

ETHOXYLS EHLOSTXY ETHOXYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

EXCHANGE ACEEGHNX to give and receive reciprocally [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXEMPLUM EELMMPUX example [n -LA] 

EXHUMING EGHIMNUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 
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F 

FARADIZE AADEFIRZ to treat by faradism [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FAZENDAS AADEFNSZ FAZENDA, Brazilian plantation [n] 

FISHHOOK FHHIKOOS barbed hook for catching fish [n -S] 

FIXATIFS AFFIISTX FIXATIF, fixative (substance for preserving paintings or drawings) [n] 

FIXATIVE AEFIITVX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FOLKWAYS AFKLOSWY FOLKWAY, traditional custom of people [n] 

FOOZLING FGILNOOZ FOOZLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FORZANDI ADFINORZ FORZANDO, sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S] 

FOXFIRES EFFIORSX FOXFIRE, glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n] 

FOXHOLES EFHLOOSX FOXHOLE, small pit used for cover in battle area [n] 

FOXHUNTS FHNOSTUX FOXHUNT, to hunt with hounds for fox [v] 

FREEZING EEFGINRZ method by which foods are frozen to preserve them [n -S] / FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

FRENZIED DEEFINRZ FRENZY, to make frantic [v] 

FUCKHEAD ACDEFHKU offensive word [n -S] 
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GLAZIERY AEGILRYZ work of glazier [n -RIES] 

GLITZILY GIILLTYZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES] 

GRECIZED CDEEGIRZ GRECIZE, to provide with Greek style [v] 

GYMKHANA AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S] 
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H 

HAMMOCKS ACHKMMOS HAMMOCK, hanging cot [n] 

HARDHACK AACDHHKR woody plant [n -S] 

HAVOCKED ACDEHKOV HAVOC, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

HAYFORKS AFHKORSY HAYFORK, tool for pitching hay [n] 

HAZARDER AADEHRRZ one that hazards (to venture (to risk)) [n -S] 

HEROIZED DEEHIORZ HEROIZE, to make heroic [v] 

HEXAGRAM AAEGHMRX six-pointed star [n -S] 

HEXAPODS ADEHOPSX HEXAPOD, six-legged insect [n] 

HIGHWAYS AGHHISWY HIGHWAY, main road [n] 

HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj] 

HOMMOCKS CHKMMOOS HOMMOCK, ridge in ice field [n] 

HOMONYMY HMMNOOYY condition of having same name [n -MIES] 

HUMMOCKS CHKMMOSU HUMMOCK, to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v] 

HYPERNYM EHMNPRYY word that denotes broad category that includes more specific words [n -S] 

HYPHEMIA AEHHIMPY deficiency of blood [n -S] 

HYPHENIC CEHHINPY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [adj] 

HYPONYMS HMNOPSYY HYPONYM, word that denotes subcategory [n] 

HYPOPYON HNOOPPYY accumulation of pus in eye [n -S] 
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HYPOTHEC CEHHOPTY type of mortgage [n -S] 
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I 

ICHTHYIC CCHHIITY pertaining to fishes [adj] 

IMBLAZES ABEILMSZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

IMMUNIZE EIIMMNUZ to protect from disease [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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J 

JACKAROO AACJKOOR jackeroo (inexperienced ranch hand) [n -S] 

JACKEROO ACEJKOOR inexperienced ranch hand [n -S] 

JACKROLL ACJKLLOR to rob drunken or sleeping person [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JAGGEDLY ADEGGJLY JAGGED, having sharply uneven edge or surface [adv] 

JAMMABLE AABEJLMM JAM, to force together tightly [adj] 

JAPINGLY AGIJLNPY in japing manner [adv] 

JAWBONED ABDEJNOW JAWBONE, to attempt to convince [v] 

JAYBIRDS ABDIJRSY JAYBIRD, jay (corvine bird) [n] 

JEOPARDY ADEJOPRY risk of loss or injury [n -DIES] 

JIBBOOMS BBIJMOOS JIBBOOM, ship's spar [n] 

JIBINGLY BGIIJLNY JIBE, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [adv] 

JOCKETTE CEEJKOTT woman who rides horses in races [n -S] 

JOCKIEST CEIJKOST JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj] 

JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

JODHPURS DHJOPRSU JODHPUR, type of boot [n] 

JOVIALLY AIJLLOVY JOVIAL, good-humored [adv] 

JOVIALTY AIJLOTVY quality or state of being jovial [n -TIES] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 

JUMPABLE ABEJLMPU JUMP, to spring off ground [adj] 

JUMPROPE EJMOPPRU rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S] 
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K 

KABELJOU ABEJKLOU large food fish [n -S] 

KAJEPUTS AEJKPSTU KAJEPUT, cajuput (cajeput (Australian tree)) [n] 

KLUTZIER EIKLRTUZ KLUTZY, clumsy (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KREUZERS EEKRRSUZ KREUZER, kreutzer (former monetary unit of Austria) [n] 

KUNZITES EIKNSTUZ KUNZITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

KVETCHED CDEEHKTV KVETCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

KYBOSHED BDEHKOSY KYBOSH, to kibosh (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v] 
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LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv] 
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M 

MACAQUES AACEMQSU MACAQUE, short-tailed monkey [n] 

MAHJONGS AGHJMNOS MAHJONG, game of Chinese origin [n] 

MARZIPAN AAIMNPRZ to cover in marzipan (confectionary paste) [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MEMORIZE EEIMMORZ to commit to memory [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MESOZOIC CEIMOOSZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

METAZOIC ACEIMOTZ METAZOAN, any of major division of multicellular animals [adj] 

MEZEREUM EEEMMRUZ mezereon (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

MIDSIZED DDEIIMSZ midsize (of intermediate size) [adj] 

MINIMIZE EIIIMMNZ to make as small as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MISPRIZE EIIMPRSZ to despise (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MIXDOWNS DIMNOSWX MIXDOWN, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n] 

MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES] 

MOBILIZE BEIILMOZ to put into movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

MUNTJAKS AJKMNSTU MUNTJAK, muntjac (small Asian deer) [n] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MYOPATHY AHMOPTYY disorder of muscle tissue [n -HIES] 
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N 

NAZIFIED ADEFIINZ NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NEWSHAWK AEHKNSWW newspaper reporter [n -S] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 
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O 

OLDSQUAW ADLOQSUW sea duck [n -S] 

OPTIMIZE EIIMOPTZ to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OVERJOYS EJOORSVY OVERJOY, to fill with great joy [v] 

OXYACIDS ACDIOSXY OXYACID, acid that contains oxygen [n] 

OXYGENIC CEGINOXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [adj] 
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P 

PAYBACKS AABCKPSY PAYBACK, return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n] 

PEACHICK ACCEHIKP young peafowl [n -S] 

PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

PECTIZES CEEIPSTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PEPTIZER EEIPPRTZ one that peptizes (to increase colloidal dispersion of) [n -S] 

PEPTIZES EEIPPSTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PICNICKY CCIIKNPY pertaining to picnic [adj] 

PICQUETS CEIPQSTU PICQUET, piquet (card game) [n] 

PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S] 

PIQUANCE ACEINPQU piquancy (quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste)) [n -S] 
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PLAYBACK AABCKLPY act of replaying newly made recording [n -S] 

PLOWBACK ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

POLEMIZE EEILMOPZ to engage in polemics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PROXEMIC CEIMOPRX pertaining to branch of environmental study [adj] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

PYGMYISM GIMMPSYY stunted or dwarfish condition [n -S] 
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QUAHAUGS AAGHQSUU QUAHAUG, quahog (edible clam) [n] 

QUAKIEST AEIKQSTU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUANDARY AADNQRUY dilemma (perplexing situation) [n -RIES] 

QUASHING AGHINQSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUAVERED ADEEQRUV QUAVER, to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [v] 

QUAYAGES AAEGQSUY QUAYAGE, charge for use of quay [n] 

QUAYSIDE ADEIQSUY area adjacent to quay [n -S] 

QUEENCUP CEENPQUU flowering plant [n -S] 

QUERYING EGINQRUY QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUIBBLER BBEILQRU one that quibbles (to argue over trivialities) [n -S] 

QUIBBLES BBEILQSU QUIBBLE, to argue over trivialities [v] 

QUIPPERS EIPPQRSU QUIPPER, one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n] 

QUIPPIER EIIPPQRU QUIPPY, witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIRKIER EIIKQRRU QUIRKY, peculiar [adj] 

QUIVERED DEEIQRUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 
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RACEMIZE ACEEIMRZ to convert into racemic compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REFLEXLY EEFLLRXY in reflexed manner [adv] 

REJACKET ACEEJKRT to jacket again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RHIZOIDS DHIIORSZ RHIZOID, rootlike structure [n] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 
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SCHMUCKS CCHKMSSU SCHMUCK, to hit or flatten [v] 

SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SIXTYISH HIISSTXY being about sixty years old [adj] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 

SQUABBLE ABBELQSU to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUASHED ADEHQSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUEAKER AEEKQRSU one that squeaks (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [n -S] 
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SQUIBBER BBEIQRSU infield grounder that becomes base hit [n -S] 

SQUISHED DEHIQSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUUSHED DEHQSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

STYLIZED DEILSTYZ STYLIZE, to make conventional [v] 

SUFFIXAL AFFILSUX pertaining to or being suffix [adj] 

SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SYMPATHY AHMPSTYY feeling of compassion for another's suffering [n -HIES] 

SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -HIES] 
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TAXIWAYS AAISTWXY TAXIWAY, paved strip at airport [n] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S] 

THWACKED ACDEHKTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v] 

THYROXIN HINORTXY amino acid [n -S] 

TWEEZING EEGINTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 
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UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj]  

UNJOYFUL FJLNOUUY not joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adj] 

UPCHUCKS CCHKPSUU UPCHUCK, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

UPGAZING AGGINPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 
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VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY] 

VIXENISH EHIINSVX VIXEN, shrewish woman [adj] 

VIZORING GIINORVZ VIZOR, to visor (to provide with visor (projecting brim)) [v] 

VOLVOXES ELOOSVVX VOLVOX, any of genus of freshwater protozoa [n] 
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WALKAWAY AAAKLWWY easy victory [n -S] 

WALKWAYS AAKLSWWY WALKWAY, passage for walking [n] 

WALTZING AGILNTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES] 

WEAKFISH AEFHIKSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WEAZANDS AADENSWZ WEAZAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WHACKING ACGHIKNW act or instance of striking something sharply [n -S] / WHACK, to strike sharply [v] 

WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj] 

WHIFFING FFGHIINW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIFFLED DEFFHILW WHIFFLE, to move or think erratically [v] 

WHIPWORM HIMOPRWW parasitic worm [n -S] 

WHISKERY EHIKRSWY WHISKER, hair on man's face [adj] 
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WHISKEYS EHIKSSWY WHISKEY, liquor [n] 

WHOOMPHS HHMOOPSW WHOOMPH, whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n] 

WICKEDLY CDEIKLWY WICKED, evil (morally bad) [adv] 

WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv] 

WIZARDER ADEIRRWZ WIZARD, wonderful, excellent [adj] 

WIZENING EGIINNWZ WIZEN, to shrivel (to contract into wrinkles) [v] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 
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XENOGAMY AEGMNOXY transfer of pollen from one plant to another [n -MIES] 

XIPHOIDS DHIIOPSX XIPHOID, part of sternum [n] 
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YUPPYDOM DMOPPUYY state of being yuppie (young professional person working in city) [n -S] 
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ZAPPIEST AEIPPSTZ ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

ZEPPELIN EEILNPPZ long, rigid airship [n -S] 

ZEPPOLES EELOPPSZ ZEPPOLE, deep-fried pastry [n] 

ZIKURATS AIKRSTUZ ZIKURAT, ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n] 

ZIPPIEST EIIPPSTZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adj] 

ZIRCONIC CCIINORZ pertaining to metallic element zirconium [adj] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOMABLE ABELMOOZ capable of being viewed at various levels of detail and magnification [adj] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOTOMIC CIMOOOTZ ZOOTOMY, dissection of animals [adj] 

ZYGOTENE EEGNOTYZ stage in meiosis [n -S] 
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